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9I have come to believe that our lives can be turned in a 
different direction, our minds adopt a different way of 
thinking, by some significant, though small event.”
—  Howard Zinn
Our ambitions must be broad enough to include the aspira-
tions and needs of others, for their sakes and for our own.”
— César Chávez
“
“
The Latin word opportunitatem (opportunity) began usage in the late 14th century with its prin-
cipal meaning being “fitness, suitableness, favorable time.” Derived in part from the phrase 
ob portum veniens “coming toward a port,” it was a reference to the wind propelling ob “to, 
toward” + portus “harbor.”  As such, this land that many of us refer to as the United States of 
America, has often been called the “Land of Opportunity.”  So as our society is increasing in 
complexities and change continues occurring at breakneck speeds, how is the wind pushing us 
toward justice in ways that have eluded us in prior generations?  What gains can be realized from 
the intersection of opportunity and the 21st century?  How might contemporary world realities 
(and demands) provide a new backdrop for authentic conversations and earnest gains in diver-
sity, inclusion, reconciliation, and equity?
Over the last year, the Staff of OMA has been inspired to leverage these new opportunities.  This 
“wind blowing toward harbor” has informed how we’ve educated, addressed, challenged, and 
built partnerships around the systemic issues of oppression and marginalization. It’s informed 
how we’ve advised individuals, collaborated with departments, and supported community. We 
endeavored to use the lens of the arts to challenge our own community and showcase the pow-
erful union of artistic discipline and cultural discourse.  How powerful a role artists and designers 
hold in shaping public interaction, challenging assumptions and beliefs, and crafting a respon-
sible present! That role can serve to strengthen the anchor of inclusive participation or preserve 
systems and models of exclusion. What an incredible opportunity.
OMA has been most fortunate to partner with a host of individuals and organizations committed 
to seizing opportunities AND creating new ones. Our work this year has strengthened partner-
ships with long standing friends while forging new relationships that hold the seeds of promise 
for years to come. We wish to thank those who have publically or privately, with or without ac-
knowledgement, corporately or individually advanced RISD’s  demonstration of multiculturalism. 
OMA continues to be inspired by the passion and devotion that so many display toward ensuring 
that our campus community uses its collective opportunity to educate this generation of artists, 
and to design a new reality based in dignity and opportunity for all.
Respectfully,
Tony Johnson
FROM THE DIRECTOR
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RISD is committed to a multi-culturally and philosophically 
diverse environment that is respectful of all the members of 
its community: students, faculty, curators, and staff.”
—  RISD Mission Statement
“
People from all backgrounds bring value to the art and human conversations held at RISD. 
The Office of Multicultural Affairs (OMA) assists the RISD community at-large in shaping a cultur-
ally inclusive and supportive environment that enables all its members the opportunity to fully 
contribute to and benefit from the total RISD experience. OMA coordinates enriching opportuni-
ties for cultural awareness, dialogue, and interaction. The office services the needs of the total 
RISD community while providing specific support to RISD’s artists of color, those from interna-
tional backgrounds, and those dedicated to an inclusive community.
As a resource for RISD’s minority populations, OMA advises students on social, cultural, and 
personal matters, financial aid issues, and academic procedures.  OMA works closely with fac-
ulty members, staff, and administrators to ensure every opportunity for minority populations 
to realize their academic goals and personal growth. OMA assists in student development and 
leadership through supporting and advising campus cultural groups on planning events, activi-
ties, lectures, and similar community-building programs.
MISSION
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The Third World Program is a concept that was initiated 
during the tumultuous 1960’s as with most ethnic 
oriented programs across the country.  The few third 
world students at RISD during that time saw the need 
to develop a viable program that would not only help 
finance the education of future third world students: 
of African, Asian, and South American ancestry, but 
provide the necessary counseling service, both academic 
and personal, that was also lacking.  RISD has un-
derstood the need for such a program and has aided its 
development along with federal assistance.”  
— John Torres - Director, Third World Program 1968 – 73
“
NArrATive SuMMArY:
While currently named The Office of Multicultural Affairs, RISD’s first department dedicated to 
assuring access, support, and other assistance to minority students was established in 1968 as 
the Third World Program.  While the Office has adjusted its name over the years, its mission and 
contribution have remained firm.  Helping RISD achieve its goal of attracting and developing the 
most promising artists and designers has been the core of this office’s work.  
Its specific historical charge of assisting students of color and international students has served 
to provide a more inclusive environment for these students and has equally enhanced the edu-
cational and social experiences of the RISD commonwealth.  Since the 1960’s, five administrators 
have led the office with titles ranging from Dean to Coordinator to Director. OMA is indebted 
to the dedication, commitment, and contributions of these administrators as they have champi-
oned, advocated for, and supported the needs of our various student populations. Their service 
helped guide the college toward realizing an inclusive and supportive environment where all can 
contribute to and benefit from the uniqueness of RISD.
HISTORY & TIMELINE
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1976 - 1977
The Third World Program folds due to 
resignation of the program Dean.
1977-1979
The Minority Affairs Office is cre-
ated as a one-person office re-
porting to the Dean of Students. 
Dorothy Ford assumes this posi-
tion as Secretary/ Assistant to the 
Associate Dean of Students. 
1979 – 1991
The Minority Affairs Office 
expanded responsibilities 
and reports to VP for  
Student Affairs.
1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010
1968- 1976 
RISD initiates the Third World Program with three positions: 
Dean (John Torres), Assistant Dean (Ann Souza), and Secretary.  
The program’s mission focuses on disadvantaged students. 
Program responsibilities include: recruitment, admissions evalu-
ations & admittance in conjunction with the Admissions Office, 
financial aid distribution, advising (on academic, personal, social, 
financial matters), and fundraising.
1992
The Minority Affairs Office becomes the Office of Multicultural Affairs 
(OMA) and assumes responsibility for supporting and advising minority 
and international student populations including Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service (INS) processing.  Position title changes to Coordina-
tor of Multicultural Affairs and reports to Director of Student Develop-
ment and Counseling Services. Office housed in College Building.
1999 
The Office of International Programs is created.  
OMA resumes responsibility for supporting and 
advising minority students.
2000
OMA Coordinator, Dorothy Ford, re-
tires after 27 years of service to RISD 
and campus diversity.
2001
Resulting from the 1999 RISD Diversity Committee 
Report, OMA is upgraded to a department housed  
in Carr House with position upgrade to Director.  
Mr. Deba Patniak becomes OMA’s first Director.
2002 
OMA moves from Carr House to Ewing House.  
Catalyst Arts (an arts civic engagement program) 
formally joins RISD and operates out of OMA. 
2004
Tony Johnson (’93 Sculp) becomes 
OMA’s second director.
2006
RISD Multicultural Center and Multicultural 
Gallery established in Ewing House.  OMA 
and the Office of International Programs as-
sume oversight and management for Ewing 
Multicultural Center.
2008
Multicultural Gallery officially 
named Yellow House Gallery.  
First Annual Diversity Awards 
program conducted.
TIMELINE
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exeCuTive STAFF
Tony Johnson
Tony Johnson is the Director of Multicultural Affairs at Rhode Island School of Design.  In this 
role, he participates in constructing and implementing the college’s efforts toward a multicul-
tural and philosophically diverse environment that is respectful of all its members; Tony works 
to ensure a college campus that is enriched through experiencing and understanding society 
through strategic use of the range of cultures the college represents and building strong bridges 
to Rhode Island’s greater community.
Tony is a 1993 RISD Sculpture alumnus.  Prior to his current role, he held a variety of positions 
including co-founding an arts consultant business, conducting art design and professional devel-
opment training for MetLife Insurance, and serving as RISD’s first admissions officer dedicated 
to diversity enrollment.
In addition to his work with art institutions, he is a board member of the Rhode Island Black Heri-
tage Society, a juror on The Rhode Island Foundations’ First Generation Scholarship Committee, 
and a member of the Multicultural Affairs Think Tank through the New England Resource Center 
for Higher Education (UMass/Boston). 
 
Deborah Kanston 
Deborah Kanston is the Administrative Coordinator of Multicultural Affairs at Rhode Island School 
of Design.  She is responsible for various office administration functions, supervision of student 
workers and the development and structure of the office for continued and greater impact.  She 
assists the Director in the assessment and design of office programs, events, and activities and 
works to maintain and increase the office’s presence on campus and throughout the Rhode Is-
land community. 
Deborah holds a Bachelor’s degree in accounting/financial services management and graduated 
from Johnson & Wales University in 1998.  She worked in NJ, where she is originally from, as a 
corporate accountant for a utility company and as a staff accountant at the corporate headquar-
ters of Bed, Bath & Beyond. 
Outside of her work here at RISD, she is a Deacon at the Cathedral of Life Christian Assembly 
in Providence, RI, a member and past president of the graduate chapter of her sorority, Alpha 
Kappa Alpha, and a graduate student in Educational Ministries at Gordon-Conwell Theological 
Seminary, Center for Urban Ministerial Education in Roxbury, MA.
STAFF
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STuDeNT STAFF
Ara Michelle Aranguri (FAv ’10) 
Gallery Coordinator
rachel Brand (Tx ’11) 
Cultural Programmer:
First Nation Peoples Heritage
Spirituality
Asian Heritage
Laura Huaranga (GD ’12) 
Cultural Programmer:
Queer Week
Orissa Jenkins (iL ’12) 
Cultural Programmer:
Latin American Heritage
Black/African Diaspora
Queer Week
Patrice Payne (MA ’10) 
Senior Office Assistant:
 Women’s Focus
 
Stephanie rudig (GD ’10) 
Cultural Programmer:
Civil/Human Rights
Queer Week
Jensin Wallace (Tx ’10) 
Cultural Programmer/
Gallery Corrdinator
 Latin American Heritage
 Black/African Diaspora
Mümbi O’brien (PT ’12) 
Cultural Programmer:
Queer Week
Duhirwe rushemeza (MFA Pr ’12)
Project Coordinator:
Year of Providence Initiative
Ben Walsh (iD ’12)
Cultural Programmer:
Year of Providence Initiative
Nathalie Jolivert (BArch ’12) 
Gallery Coordinator 
Tara Hosseini-Pour (iD ’12) 
Cultural Programmer:
 Asian Heritage
Tiffani Cooper (FAv ’12)  
Office Assistant
Diandre Fuentes (Tx ’13) 
Cultural Programmer / 
Office Assistant:
First Nation Peoples Heritage
Civil/Human Rights
Asian Heritage
Alejandra Garcia BFA’09/BiD’10
Cultural Programmer:
 Latin American Heritage
Zoë Knight (Tx ’12) 
Cultural Programmer:
Civil/Human Rights
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Tony Johnson:
African Diaspora Focus Week Planning Committee
Artist Ball Volunteer
Asian Focus Week Planning Committee
Civil / Human Rights Planning Committee
Financial Aid Appeals Committee
Financial Aid Office Director Search Committee
First Generation Scholarship Committee- RI Foundation
First Nations Peoples Focus Week Planning Committee
Foundation Studies Faculty Search Committee
International Students Academic Success Task Force
Latin American Focus Week Planning Committee
Life @ and After RISD Strategic Planning Committee
Military Student Acknowledgement Dinner Planning Committee
Office of Public Engagement Advisory Committee
Orientation Committee
Project Open Door Advisory Committee
RISD Cultural Collective, Co-Chair
Society Organized Against Racism, Inc. (SOAR)*
“Trembling Before G-d” Film / Panel Planning Committee
‘Year of Providence: An Acknowledgement of Place and Concept’  
Programming Committee
Women’s Focus Week Planning Committee
Deborah Kanston:
Artist Ball Volunteer
Black Artists And Designers (BAAD) Advisor
Commencement Volunteer
Degree Project Advisor (Karen Kunari ’10 GD)
International Orientation Committee
Midnight Breakfast Volunteer
Orientation Committee
Women’s Focus Week Planning Committee
Women and Leadership Working Group
* Denotes organization outside of RISD community
SERVICE & OUTREACH
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Latin American Art Exhibition: Something Old, Something NewFriday, October 16 
5:00-10:00pmAtrium Gallery on One Capital Hill
The  State’s 8th Annual exhibition focused on  RI’s recognized and  emerging artisits. 
Sponsored by the Office of Human Resources Outreach and Diversity Office, The Office of the Governor, & RI State Council of the Arts.
Free Food 4 Thought: Why are we still discussing double standards for influential people of color?
Monday, October 19
6:30-8:00pm
 Ewing Multicultural CenterRSVP Required: OMA 401-277-4957Sponsored by The Year of Providence Initiative & RISD Dining and Catering
TC Colley Lecture Series Presents: Aberlardo Morel Lecture
Tuesday, October 20
7:00pm
Metcalf Auditorium -Chace Center
Graduate of Bowdin College and Yale University, Morel’s work has been collected in a 
multitude of prestigious museums. In his lecture, he will reveal the core of photography 
through the antiquarian photo processes of the 19th century. 
Sponsored by RISD’s Photography Deparment
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GUERRILLA GIRLS PERFORMANCE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13TH
7PM-9PM
RISD AUDITORIUM
FREE TICKETS AT OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE
The Guerrilla Girls are feminist masked avengers in the tradition 
of anonymous do-gooders like Robin Hood, Wonder Woman and 
Batman. They use facts, humor and outrageous visuals to expose 
sexism, racism and corruption in politics, art, film and pop culture. 
They’ve appeared in The New York Times, The New Yorker, Bitch,
Mother Jones and Artforum; and on NPR, the BBC and CBC. They 
are authors of stickers, billboards, many posters and other projects. 
Founding member Frida Kahlo will talk about their work, their 
philosophy of activism, and their campaign against the appalling 
lack of ethics in the art world. Their books and posters will be 
available for sale at the event. 
THE GAME OF OPPRESSION
THURSDAY, JANUARY 14TH
7-9PM
EWING HOUSE
The Game of Oppression is designed to encourage and challenge 
individuals from different backgrounds and experiences to engage 
in authentic dialogue. It is a safe space to share stories and personal 
insight, and all are welcome. Pizza will be served. 
SOUP SEMINARS: CLAIRE ANDRADE WATKINS
FRIDAY, JANUARY 15TH
6:30PM
CARR HAUS
This series combines some of the best elements of old fashioned 
fund-raising and community development.  Soup is $3. Conversa-
tion is free. All profits go to a fund to support RISD student 
community projects. This session features Claire Andrade Watkins, 
Director of the Fox Point Cape Verdean Project and Visiting Scholar 
at the Center for the Study of Race and Ethnicity in America.
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. DAY 
MONDAY, JANUARY 18TH
Celebrate the day and enjoy your civil rights. 
FREE FOOD 4 THOUGHT
TUESDAY, JANUARY 19TH
6:30-8PM
EWING HOUSE
Topic: “How does feminism operate in contemporary art practice?”
To RSVP contact diverse@risd.edu or 401.277.4957.
OPEN MIC NIGHT
TUESDAY, JANUARY 19TH
9PM-11PM
CARR HAUS
Come and share your experiences about social justice, where 
you’re from and freedom. Anyone with poetry, stories, songs and 
instrumentals are all invited to take part, as well as those who just 
want to enjoy.
THE POWER OF WHITENESS
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20TH
9AM-12PM
TAP ROOM
Larry Carney’s “The Power of Whiteness” course will be hosting an 
open session for a showing of the film, “Traces of the Trade.” 
This film documents the discovery by Katrina Browne, that her RI 
family ran one of the largest slave trades in the northern US. This 
film documents her and her family’s discoveries about the slave 
trade as well as their feelings about the divide between blacks and 
whites. This film will be followed by a discussion led by Larry 
Carney and a panel of students.
LEADERSHIP SKILLS WORKSHOPS: 
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20TH
7PM
EWING HOUSE
Peter Hocking of Public Engagement leads a workshop on how 
to put ideas into action and create real change. Refreshments 
provided. 
“THE BLACK LIST”
THURSDAY, JANUARY 21ST
7-9PM
DESIGN CENTER ROOM 212
Join RISD’s BAAD (Black Association of Artists and Designers) 
for a screening of the film “The Black List.” These stories and 
insights on the struggles, triumphs and joys of black life in the 
US would work toward re-defining “blacklist” for a new 
century in the process. Refreshments will be served.
VOLUNTEER MURAL AT THE ASPIRE INITIATIVE OFFICE
FRIDAY, JANUARY 22ND
4:30PM
MEET AT 30 WATERMAN STREET
Get involved beyond the RISD community by participating 
in a volunteer mural at the ASPIRE Initiative office. The mural 
will be a collaboration between the RISD volunteers and the 
ASPIRE youth. Come meet and hang out with local Providence 
youth while making a small but positive impact on their lives 
and futures. Sign up at the Office of Multicultural Affairs, or join 
us on the day of. Meet outside of Public Safety on 30 Waterman 
at 4:30pm to travel together. 
RHODE ISLAND BLACK STORYTELLERS FUNDA FEST:
SATURDAY, JANUARY 23RD
8PM
METCALF AUDITORIUM, CHACE CENTER
FUNDA means to teach and to learn in Zulu and Kiswahili. RIBS’ 
mission is to promote the awareness, appreciation, and appli-
cation of Black Storytelling through performance, educational, 
cultural, and historical experiences. RIBS’ featured tellers, 
Deborah Asante of IN, grammy-nominated Christylez of DC 
and Teju Ologboni share the stage with RIBS’ Expansion Arts 
partners: OASIS, ECAS Theatre, The Hmong Association 
of Rhode Island, and Tomaquag Museum. RISD students get 
in free with ID. 
Office of Multicultural Affairs
Civil and Human Rights Week is sponsored by Office of Multicultural Affairs, 
Office of Public Engagement, Office of International Programs, the Year of
 Providence Initiative, Dining and Catering Services, Black Association of Artists 
and Designers, Office of Student Life, the RISD Programming Board, Department 
of Teaching and Learning, Rhode Island Teacher Education Renewal Fund, the 
ASPIRE network, RIBS, Peter Hocking, and Larry Carney.
ONGOING THROUGHOUT THE WEEK:
ASPIRE ART FUNDRAISER
Don’t know what to do with all those old projects 
and unwanted art? Donate it! Donated pieces will 
be auctioned off and proceeds will go towards ben-
efitting underprivileged youth through the ASPIRE 
Initiative. To donate contact Diandre at 
dfuentes@g.risd.edu or drop off pieces at the 
Office of Multicultural Affairs.
The ASPIRE Initiative empowers youth in foster 
care, ages 14-24, to get on the path to economic 
self-sufficiency through financial literacy training, 
assistance in accessing employment and educa-
tion services, support in saving toward purchasing 
and sustaining durable assets, and through making 
connections to permanent supportive adults.
CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS FACTS
Check out facts about civil and human rights 
around campus on the RISD Beach, outside 20 
Washington Place, in front of 15 West, by the canal 
and inside the CIT. A new fact will be posted every 
day.
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. BLOG QUESTION
Post your thoughts about Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
on the two.risd.edu blog thread. 
I’D RATHER GO NAKED 
THAN MISS THE 
GUERRILLA GIRLS!
WED, JANUARY 13TH
RISD AUDITORIUM
7PM
FREE TICKETS @ OSL
Visit www.guerrillagirls.com 
Books and posters available at event
Sponsored by the RISD Programming Board, the Office of Multicultural Affairs, Department of the History of Art and Visual Culture, Department of English, Department of Teaching and Learning, Rhode Island Teacher Education Renewal Initiative
Office of Multicultural Affairs
During the 2009-2010 academic year, 2,707 individuals attended/participated in OMA educa-
tional and social programming.  Below is a comprehensive listing of OMA programming.
Orientation
Sep. 12             OMA Family Welcome
Sep. 12             Parent Orientation I
Sep. 12             Parent Orientation II
Sep. 18             Conversaciones Opening Reception
Oct. 2               Black Community Meeting
Latin American Heritage
Oct. 16             Latin American Art exhibition: Something Old, Something New *
Oct. 19             Free Food 4 Thought - “Why are we still discussing double standards 
for influential people of color?” *
Oct. 22             Ernesto Livon Grosman Lecture *
Oct. 23             Latin Food at the Met *
Oct. 29             Argentine Tango
Oct. 29             Art & Architecture in Ancient Mexico Open Class Lecture
Oct. 30             Day of the Dead
Oct. 23             Black Community Meeting
Nov. 6               Black Community Meeting
First Nation Peoples’ Heritage
Nov. 8               First Nations Dinner
Nov. 11             Corn Husk Doll Workshop
Nov. 13             Wild Wild West Gallery Opening
Nov. 14             Honoring The Harvest
Nov. 15             Grandma’s Succotash: A Community Dinner
Nov. 17             Film Screening: Finding Dawn
Nov. 9               Architecture Meeting
Nov. 16             Free Food 4 Thought - “What Place does spirituality have 
in art making?” *
PROGRAMMING
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First Nations 
Peoples Focus 
Week 
FIRST NATIONS DINNER
Sunday 11/8/09
5:30 - 8:00 pm
Met Cafeteria
Dinner in collaboration with the 
Met featuring traditional foods from 
Native New England Tribes.
CORN HUSK DOLL WORKSHOP
Wednesday 11/11/09
7:00-8:30 pm
Ewing House Lounge
Learn how to make your own traditional corn 
husk doll from local artist, Dawn Spears (Na-
tive Arts Program Coordinator for the New 
England Foundation for the Arts & the Tribal 
Secretary for the 
Narragansett tribe.) Materials and 
refreshments provided. Space limited. 
To sign up contact The Office of 
Multicultural Affairs at diverse@risd.edu or 
401-277-4957.
WILD WILD WEST
Friday 11/13/09
6:30 pm
Yellow House Gallery, Ewing Multicultural 
House
Gallery opening featuring student artwork 
about identity under the long-living Western in-
fluence in this world. With special musical guest 
The Nettekusq Singers. 
Refreshments provided.
HONORING THE HARVEST
Saturday 11/14/09
11:00 am -1:00 pm
Mount Hope Grant in Bristol
This annual celebration of the fall harvest 
will be lead by Native Americans from the 
Pokanoket Wampanoag community. Join 
them for a seasonal feast while enjoying 
dancing and drumming. Sponsored by the 
Bristol Parks and Recreation Department and 
the Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology 
(Brown University). Space limited. To sign up 
contact The Office of Multicultural Affairs at 
diverse@risd.edu or 401-277-4957. Bus leaves 
at 10:30 am from 41 Waterman across from 
Public Safety.
GRANDMA’S SUCCOTASH: 
A COMMUNITY DINNER
Sunday 11/15/09
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Ewing House Lounge
Free home-cooked Native meal and  
stories by Words-in-the-Wind (Perry-
Clan Wattupa Reservation) Stop in for 
a break or stay a while.
FREE FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Monday 11/16/09
6:30 - 8:00 pm
Ewing House Lounge
“What place does spirituality have in 
art making?”
To RSVP contact The Office of 
Multicultural Affairs at diverse@risd.edu or 
401-277-4957.
FILM SCREENING: FINDING DAWN
Tuesday 11/17/09
2:50 pm - 4:20 pm
College Building room 442
Join Alexia Kosmider’s Native American Lit class 
for a film screening of “Finding Dawn” (2006). 
A compelling documentary directed by acclaimed 
Métis filmmaker Christine Welsh about the search 
for Dawn, a murdered Aboriginal woman from 
Vancouver.
Office of Multicultural Affairs
First Nations Peoples Focus Week is sponsored by the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, Brown University, RISD Dining and
Catering Services, the MET and the Liberal Arts Department.
FREE FOOD 4 THOUGHT
HOW DOES FEMINISM 
OPERATE IN CONTEMPORARY 
ART PRACTICE?
JANUARY 19TH
6:30-8PM
EWING HOUSE
RSVP REQUIRED
CONTACT diverse@risd.edu or 401.277.4957
Free Food 4 Thought is sponsored by Dining and Catering Services, Office of International 
Programs, Office of Multicultural Affairs and Office of Public Engagement.
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Office of Multicultural Affairs
Civil/Human rights
Jan. 13             Guerilla Girls *
Jan. 14             Game of Oppression
Jan. 15             Soup Seminars: Claire Andrade Watkins *
Jan. 19             Free Food 4 Thought - “How does feminism operate in 
  contemporary art practice?” *
Jan. 19             Open Mic Night
Jan. 20             The Power of Whiteness course screens “Traces of the Trade”
Jan. 21             Screening of “The Black List: Volume 2”
Jan. 22               Volunteer Mural at the Aspire Initiative Office
Jan. 23             Funda Fest
Black/African Diaspora Heritage
Feb. 23  Bid For Haiti Silent Auction
Feb. 25  Black Art Revealed
Feb. 26  Who’s BAAD? RISD’s BAAD Party *
Feb. 28  Old Games, New Games, Board Games, 
   School Game
Mar. 1  Free Food 4 Thought “How has Obama’s presi  
               dency affected the national conversation on race?” *
Mar. 2  Film screening: The Neo-African Americans *
Mar. 3  Donna Bruton & Khipra Nichol Artist Lecture
Asian Heritage
Mar. 8  Free Food 4 Thought - ”Does assimila-   
   tion equal loss of authenticity?” *
Mar. 9  Buddhist Meditation
Mar. 16  Asian Art Revealed
Mar. 16  Japanese Tea Ceremony
Bid for Haiti
February 23 |  Tuesday
Silent auction of student art from 
various majors to benet Haiti. 
Light Caribbean food will be served.
6:30 pm - 8:00 pm
Show runs till March 5th.
Yellow House Gallery, Ewing House
Black Art Revealed
February 25 |  Thursday
Come see RISD’s private collection of
 art from prestigious black artists.
11:00 am - 12:00 pm
RISD  Museum: Meet in Chace Lobby
B.A.A.D Party
February 26 | Friday
Get down with the funk of Disco and 
hit it up with contemporary Hip Hop 
and Rhythm & Beats. There will
be a donation desk for Haiti at the 
door, so any money you are willing 
to give will be highly apprciated.
11:00 pm - 2:00 am
Tap Room
 Kobina Aidoo’s 
The Neo African American
 March 2 | Tuesday
The Neo African American is a 
documentary focused on the 
controversial question of 
what is an African American 
and how has the rapid 
immigration from Africa and 
the Carribean is transforming 
the African American 
narrative.  There will be a 
screening of the documentary 
of The Neo African American 
and a Q and A with the 
director Kobina Aidoo.
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Tap Room
Finale Event: 
Donna Bruton and Khipra 
Nichols |Artist Lecture
March 3  | Wednesday
Donna Bruton is a RISD
painting professor. Khipra 
Nichols is a RISD ID  associate 
professor.  Both will share 
their reections and art 
journeys. Refreshments will 
be provided. 
6:30 pm - 8:00 pm
Ewing Lounge
Old Games, New Games, Board 
Games, School Games
February  28 | Sunday
Many of the games you played when 
you were young have ancient origins. 
Learn a game from another culture, 
reconnect with the games you used to 
play and enjoy some Jamaican 
desserts. 
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Ewing House
Free Food 4 Thought
March 1 | Monday
How has Obama’s candidacy eected 
the U.S. national conversation on 
race? The discussion will be hosted by 
our special guest Nell Painter.
RSVP at diverse@risd.edu
6:30 pm -  8:00 pm
Ewing HouseSponsored By:
Liberal Arts HPPS Department, Dining and Catering, 
RISD Museum, Public Engagement and International 
Aairs.
    A F R I C A N
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Korean Culture Workshops with Aleta Bok Johnson
Mar. 10 Aleta Bok Johnson Korean Student Seminar - Session A *
Mar. 17 Aleta Bok Johnson Korean Student Seminar - Session B*
Mar. 15 Trembling Before G-d Film Screening and Panel Discussion.
Women’s Focus
Mar. 22 (M)Otherhood Tea Social *
Mar. 24            “Who Does She Think She Is?” film screening *
Mar. 25            “From Her Perspective: Narratives of Work and Family”    
   panel discussion* 
TR E M B LI NG 
 B E FOR E 
             G-D
a ground-breaking feature documentary that shatters assumptions 
about faith, sexuality, and religious fundamentalism
religionsexuality
when 2 
inherent 
parts of 
oneself  
conflict
& neither
 
two sides 
that can  
not be  
separated
is a choice
(o)
film screening dinner & discussion
mar c h  15 
@ 6:30
tap r o o m
d i s c u s s i o n 
panelists  
harel kedem & 
claudia ford
m o d e rate d by 
peter hocking
dinner will be 
provided
Come and share your thoughts over tea and treats as we discuss the 
complexities a 21st century female must negotiate regarding career and family.
Kindly RSVP by March 18th to Shana Schloth (401)454-6603
Apr. 16            BAAD Meeting
Apr. 19            Free Food 4 Thought - 
  “How do you assess the representations  
  of queer people today?” *
Apr. 30 BAAD Meeting
May 7  Olalekan Jeyifous lecture *
May 7  BAAD Meeting
May 11 Zawadi Nikuze lecture *
 
* Denotes collaboratively produced programming.
RISD ARCHITECTURE DEPARTMENT
DIGITAL REPRESENTATION SPRING 2010 PRESENTS
O L A L E K A N   B.   J E Y I F O U S 
@
Olalekan Jeyifous received a BArch from Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, on May of 2000.  His education was characterized by 
simultaneous investigations into design theory and the relevant potential for a variety of computer software within the fields of art 
and architecture.  After a subsequent 4yr. tenure as a senior designer at dbox Inc, a creative agency utilizing digital media to produce 
inspired visual communications, he left to pursue a professional career in art and architecture and has since exhibited at venues 
which include The Kitchen, New Museum of Contemporary Art, Studio Museum in Harlem, The Soap Factory in Minneapolis, SPACES 
in Cleveland, The Boiler Room in London, the Rotterdam Architectural Biennale, The Drawing Center in Soho and la B.A.N.K. in Paris.
Olalekan has won numerous awards for his work which, encompassing a variety of built structures and digital media, often confronts 
the tension between the given, experienced and imagined aspects of “place”. This includes a fellowship from the New York Foundation 
of the Arts [NYFA] in the category of Architecture and Environmental Studies, a H20 International Film Festival award in the category 
of Freestyle/Experimental film, as well as grants from the New York State Council on the Arts [NYSCA] and the Brooklyn Arts Council 
[BAC].  He has also completed Artist's Residencies with the Lower Manhattan Cultural Council [LMCC] and NYU's Visiting Scholar 
program in the Dept. of Art and Art Professions.
Friday,  May 7, 2010
Room 106 
4:30 PM
Bayard Ewing Building
231 South Main Street
Providence, RI 02903
Sponsored by the Architectural Department and the Office of Multicultural AffairsThursday
FROM HER PERSPECTIVE: 
Narratives of Work and 
Family Panel Discussion
7:00-8:30 pm
Chace Center, Metcalf Auditorium
Artists, designers, and scholars from the 
RISD and Brown communities address 
the topic of females balancing family, 
art practice, and career. Reception im-
mediately following.
Guest panelists:
Mairead Byrne, RISD English Dept.; Gail 
Cohee, Director of Brown’s Sarah Doyle 
Women Center; Wendy Edwards, Brown 
Dept. of Visual Art; Lucinda Hitchcock, 
RISD Graphic Design Dept.; Deana Law-
son, MFA ‘04 PH; Keita Turner, BFA ‘91 AP.
2
3
  Monday
(M)OTHERHOOD Tea Social
  12:00 -1:00 pm
  Ewing Center
  What are the factors and complexities
  that a 21st century female must negoti-
  ate regarding career and family? Come 
  share your thoughts over tea, cakes, and 
  finger sandwiches.
Wednesday
“WHO DOES SHE THINK SHE IS?” 
film screening
6:30-8:30 pm
RISD Auditorium
Parenting and creativity, partnering and 
independence, economics and art. Fol-
low five women artists as they navigate 
the challenges of making work outside 
the elite art world.  Angela Gonsalves, a 
performing artist in the film, will join us 
afterwards to share her experiences.
Tuesday
RELAX, RELATE, RELEASE 
Spa Night
7:00-9:00 pm
Upper & Lower Met
Health Services brings to RISD students 
pampering, free mini sessions of nail 
and hair care and demonstrations and 
samples of facial products made from 
ingredients right in your kitchen.  Come 
join the fun!
Women’s 
Focus Week 
2010 March 
22-25 On the See-Saw: 
Women Balancing 
Family, Art and 
Career
Women’s Focus Week is 
sponsored by the Women’s Focus 
Week Planning Committee, Office 
of Multicultural Affairs, Office of 
Student Life, Liberal Arts Division 
Humanities Fund, Division of 
Fine Arts, Painting Department, 
Alumni Relations, RISD Library 
and Health Services.
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Throughout the course of the academic year, OMA assessed the effectiveness and impact of its 
programming.  Below is feedback from participants of three (3) OMA produced events.  Partici-
pants completed an online survey after the event, which asked them to reflect on the relevance 
and effectiveness of the workshop / activity / learning.  The three survey results included are 
from the following events:
1. “Buddhist Meditation.” March 9, 2010. Asian Heritage Programming.
2. “(M)Otherhood Tea Social.” March 22, 2010. Women’s Focus Programming.
3. Free Food 4 Thought: “How does feminism operate in contemporary art practice?”
January 19, 2010.  Civil/Human Rights Programming. 
PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
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BuDDHiST MeDiTATiON
i learned something new about...  
“I've meditated in the past, so i didn't learn anything new,   
 but it was a great experience to share in with a few members 
 of the RISD community.”
“Kindness and meditation.” 
“Meditation practices.” 
“Loving-kindness meditation” 
Surveys Distributed: 19
Surveys Responded: 19
Agree Strongly Agree
i found the event informative and worthwhile:
53%47%
Agree Strongly Agree
This event broadened my understanding of the topic:
58%42%
Agree Strongly Agree
i would attend an OMA event in the future and invite others:
64%36%
Agree Strongly Agree
Disagree
i am familiar with the services and programs offered by OMA:
47%36%17%
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BuDDHiST MeDiTATiON (Con’t.)
Comments
“Thanks for offering this!  are there any other evenings that this  
  can be offered in the future?  Friday afternoon is pretty tough...”
“Well done. Thanks!”
“Thanks again”
“Very informative”
47%
Email
5%
Intranet
7%
16%
Flyer
Word of Mouth
i heard about today by (choose all that apply):
40%
Junior
20%
Senior
20%
0%
Freshmen
Sophomore
i am a (students only):
20%
Grad
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(M)OTHerHOOD TeA SOCiAL
Comments
“Very nice, I was happy to participate.”
“I really enjoyed this event but felt that more students should have been invited to it.”
“I thought it was an great event. There are too few times we can get together and just chat. Everyone     
  seems to always be on ‘ fast forward’. It is good to stop and enjoy a pleasant social   opportunity.”
“The event was lovely and self-fulfilling. Thank you for a wonderful experience.”
“It was a lovely gathering. Thank you for including me. We need more such organized, informal  
  platforms. This was your best event ever!  Thanks!”
“Very well done.  Enjoyed it greatly!”
“Beautiful event that was so very thoughtful.  It was nice to get away from the office and socialize  
for a while”
“Great idea!”
“Great event, great energ y in the room. So nice to have a way to bring staff, admin, faculty and  
  students together to mix and chat in a casual way.”
Surveys Distributed: 28
Surveys Responded: 28
Agree Strongly Agree
i found the event informative and worthwhile:
68%32%
Agree Strongly Agree
i would attend an OMA event in the future and invite others:
70%29%
Agree Strongly Agree
5%
Strongly Disagree Disagree
i am familiar with the services and programs offered by OMA:
25%35%35%
Agree Strongly Agree
Disagree
This event broadened my understanding of the topic:
39%50%11%
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i learned something new about...  
“Learned that the initial idea came from a student wishing to go to a similar event at 
Brown.”
“Sexual abuse of girls in single parent homes.”
“If a woman’s maternal instinct insists that fulfillment can only be found through  
  childbearing and childraising.”
“Many of my fellow RISD community members, and RISD offerings”
“Myths of motherhood and then the actual facts.”
“Can’t say that I honestly learned anything new but still enjoyed the camaraderie.”
“Employees at RISD and students that I hadn’t met previously.”
“My co-workers and other employees.”
“One of my colleagues’ life experiences.”
“A colleague’s obligations to family.”
“Maternal instincts! And, more importantly, how many wonderful women work at RISD.”
“Certain difficulties to expect in the future should I choose to have children and remain  
  in the art world.”
“Students. It’s interesting that there were hardly any students at the tea social (and also at   
  the “Who Does She Think She Is” screening last night).  I think it’s sad and unfortunate    
  that students are so uninterested in discussion about  women (so it seems) meanwhile, most   
  of them are women.”
(M)OTHerHOOD TeA SOCiAL (Cont’d)
54%
Email
4%
Intranet
46%
43%
Flyer
Word of Mouth
i heard about today by (choose all that apply):
0%
Junior
0%
Senior
75%
25%
Freshmen
Sophomore
i am a (students only):
0%
Grad
21%
Faculty
11%
Guest
14%
57%
Staff
Student
i am:
0
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(M)OTHerHOOD TeA SOCiAL (Cont’d)
“I thought it was an excellent event. I don’t even know what OMA stands for???  The tea/
luncheon was very nice and the envelopes with conversation-starter facts were great!  I 
spoke at length with about 3 other women at the event and spoke with students later. I hope 
you continue to have events like this one.”
“It was a wonderful event and I was very happy to have been part of it! Thank you!”
“I was only there for about a half an hour, but I think conversation needed to be more heavily
facilitated because I did talk to a few other students that were involved in being more active 
in the community, and raising general awareness. However, I didn’t talk that much about 
“womanhood” or decisions about having children. Which is ok. Maybe part of the issue is how 
young many of us students are. Maybe we aren’t really ready for the discussion of children yet? 
I’m not sure.  I thought the movie was really terrific though in informing about the pressures 
and challenges of motherhood. I think no matter what career path it is always critical...”
“Thanks for inviting me and  for all the effort that went into the event. It was great!”
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Free FOOD 4 THOuGHT (3) - 
  HOW DOeS FeMiNiSM OPerATe iN CONTeMPOrArY ArT PrACTiCe?
i learned something new about...  
“OMA; how younger ppl perceive feminism; my artistic community”
”Students’ perspectives”
”Mainly the discussion reminded me that we do not live in a perfectly equal society and it’s 
  important to remember that just because something may not be an emergency it is still important 
  to pay attention to.”
“Feminism in contemporary art and feelings artists have about being called a feminist.”
“Feminism in general.”
Agree Strongly Agree
5%
Strongly Disagree 
i found the event informative and worthwhile:
74%21%
Agree Strongly Agree
5%
Strongly Disagree 
i would attend an OMA event in the future and invite others:
79%16%
Agree Strongly Agree
5%
Strongly Disagree 
Disagree
i am familiar with the services and programs offered by OMA:
58%21%16%
This event broadened my understanding of the topic:
Agree Strongly Agree
5%
Strongly Disagree 
74%21%
Surveys Distributed: 19
Surveys Responded: 19
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“Women’s rights and the history of feminism.”
“The broad spectrum of feminism at RISD.”
”Feminism in general.”
”Other’s knowledge of feminism and their own perspectives of how it 
  affects them today if at all.”
i learned something new about (Cont’d)...  
37%
Email
21%
Intranet
79%
31%
Flyer
Word of Mouth
i heard about today by (choose all that apply):
20%
Junior
33%
Senior
40%
7%
Freshmen
Sophomore
i am a (students only):
0%
Grad
5%
Faculty
10%
Guest
79%
16%
Staff
Student
i am:
Free FOOD 4 THOuGHT (3) - (Cont’d)
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The following individuals / organizations / departments either co-sponsored OMA programming 
or OMA partnered with them to co-sponsor their programming during 2009-10.
RISD Academic Affairs Office
RISD Alumni Relations
RISD Architecture Department
RISD Department of Teaching and Learning
RISD Dining and Catering Services
RISD Fine Arts Division
RISD Foundation Studies Division
RISD Health Services Office
RISD Industrial Design Department
RISD Liberal Arts Division
RISD Liberal Arts – English Department
RISD Liberal Arts – History of Art + Visual Culture
RISD Liberal Arts – History, Philosophy, Social Sciences
RISD Library
RISD Museum – Prints, Drawings, and Photographs
RISD Office of International Programs
RISD Office of Public Engagement
RISD Office of Residence Life
RISD Office of Student Life
RISD Painting Department
RISD Photo Department
RISD Sculpture Department
RISD Student Development & Counseling Services Office
RISD Student Programming Board
Asian Cultural Association (RISD student organization)
Black Artists And Designers (BAAD) (RISD student organization)
Brown / RISD Hillel
RISD Kehillah (RISD student organization)
Korean Foundation & RISD Korean Parents
Peer Health Educators (RISD Health Services)
Queer Student Alliance (RISD student organization)
PARTNERS & PARTNERSHIPS
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Respond Design
Sarah Doyle Women’s Center of Brown University
Steven Bailey, RISD
Elena Calderon Patino, RI State Council on the Arts
Donna Mitchell, Brown University
Kate Sacco, RISD
The following individuals were directly involved in OMA programming, demonstrated 
vital support in the success of OMA programming, or were vital in OMA’s ability to support 
students during 2009-10.
Mr. Wayne Assing (Student support; Collaborative programming)
Mr. Rick Benjamin (Free Food 4 Thought lecturer)
Ms. Chris Bertoni (OMA Support)
Ms. Hansy Better (OMA Support)
Ms. Ariel Bordeaux (Women’s Focus Week Committee)
Ms. Deborah Bright (OMA Support / Free Food 4 Thought lecturer)
Ms. Donna Bruton (Faculty Liaison / Lecturer / Women’s Focus Week Committee)
Ms. Mairead Byrne (Women’s Focus Week Panelist)
Mr. Larry Carney (OMA programming support / Civil Human Rights Week)
Ms. Elena Calderon (’09 MA) (Latin American programming)
Mr. David Chandler (Collaborative Media Resources / OMA 
programming & sponsorship)
Ms. Liz Collins (Queer Week Committee)
Ms. Gail Cohee*, Brown University (Women’s Focus Week Panelist)
Ms. Sheila D’Ammassa (Orientation: Parents’ Info Fair)
Ms. Whitney Davis (MET Catering Consulting)
Ms. Ellen Driscoll (Year of Providence sponsor / OMA Support)
Ms. Ginnie Dunleavy (Free Food 4 Thought sponsorship)
Mr. Ned Dwyer (OMA programming support /  Latin American Focus Week)
Ms. Wendy Edwards*, Brown University (Women’s Focus Week Panelist)
Ms. Claudia Ford (OMA Programming; Student Support; 
“Trembling Before G-d” Panelist)
Ms. Lindsay French (Kobina Adu Lecture / Black Focus Week sponsor)
Mr. Anthony Gallionio (Financial aid advisor)
Mr. Jonathan Highfield (Haiti Initiative / OMA Support)
Ms. Lucinda Hitchcock (Women’s Focus Week Panelist)
Mr. Peter Hocking (OMA Programming; Student Support; “Trembling Before G-d” Panelist)
Ms. Janet Hoyte (Women’s Focus Week Committee)
Mr. Brian Janes (Collaborative Res Life / OMA programming & sponsorship)
Ms. Aleta Bok Johnson* (Korean Student Identity Workshop presenter / Consultant)
Ms. Alexia Kosmider (First Nations Peoples Week)
Ms. Winifred Lambrecht (Mexico Wintersession Exhibition)
Ms. Deena Lawson (MFA ’04 PH) (Alumni Lecturer)
Ms. Donna Mitchell* (First Nation Peoples’ Heritage Advisor)
Mr. Don Morton (Collaborative OMA / OSL Programming & sponsorship)
Mr. Khipra Nichols (’78 ID) (Lecturer)
Ms. Meghan Nesbitt* (RISD/Brown Hillel liaison)
Mr. Phil Oliveira (OMA heritage week planning committees)
Ms. Nell Painter, Ph.D (Paint MFA ’11) (Free Food 4 Thought lecturer)
Ms. Patrice Payne (’10 MAT) (Women’s Focus Week Committee)
Ms. Jennifer Prewitt-Freilino (Moderator / Women’s Focus Week Committee)
Ms. Stephanie Rudig (’10 GD) (Resident Graphic Designer 2009-10)
RISD Office of Academic Affairs (Korean student identity workshop)
RISD Registrar’s Office (Administrative support)
RISD Student Alliance (Support of OMA’s goals, mission, programming)
Ms. Keita Turner (’91 AP) (Alumni Lecturer)
Ms. Katherine Scanga (Yellow House Gallery Jury)
Ms. Shana Schloth (Women’s Focus Week Committee)
Ms. Linda Sormin (OMA Support)
South Asian Student Association (Asian Focus Week Committee)
Mr. Pierre St. Germain (MET Catering Consulting for Free Food 4 Thought)
Ms. Joanne Stryker (Korean Student Workshop)
Ms. Carol Terry (Orientation: Parent Info Fair)
Ms. Barbara Von Eckhart (Korean Student Workshop)
Mr. McDonald Wright (’96 PH) (Yellow House Gallery Jury)
Ms. Bonnie Wojick (Financial aid advisor) 
* Denotes non-RISD individual
PArTNerS & PArTNerSHiPS - (Cont’d)
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Office of residence Life - resident Assistant Training
September 8, 2009
Tony Johnson was invited to facilitate a diversity workshop to the 2009-2010 Resident Assistant 
staff.  The workshop session included discussion on the various communities at RISD.  The session 
explored ways to support and build bridges between minority, majority, and marginalized commu-
nities at RISD.  The group dialogued on the role(s) we each play in shaping an inclusive campus.
Office of Student Life - Orientation Leader Training
September 9, 2009
Tony Johnson was invited to facilitate a diversity workshop to the 2009-2010 Resident Assistant 
staff.  The workshop session included discussion on the various communities at RISD.  The session 
explored ways to support and build bridges between minority, majority, and marginalized commu-
nities at RISD.  The group dialogued on the role(s) we each play in shaping an inclusive campus.
Building Community - Diversity And Cultural Fluency Training
September 11, 2009
Tony Johnson was invited to present this session as part of the Office of International Programs’ 
International Student Orientation. This session was presented to those new members of our com-
munity, primarily international and cultural exchange students, who were adjusting to life at RISD.
Foundations of Management Program
September 22, 2009
Tony Johnson attended this five session program exploring the challenges, strengths, and suc-
cesses of quality management.  The program was conducted at Bryant University.
 
An evening with the Presidents
November 9, 2009
Deborah Kanston attended this event hosted by African-American Women in Higher Education 
(AAWHE). It was an opportunity to learn from the highest level of experience in the academy 
as four women of color, who are presidents of colleges in the New England area, shared their 
stories.  The event was held at Bentley University.
CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS 
& TRAININGS
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riSD Learns Course
November 11, 2009
Deborah Kanston attended the “How to Conduct Effective Meetings” workshop which explored 
the causes of unproductive meetings, showed the top reasons that meetings fail, and demon-
strated a model for preparing, planning, organizing, conducting and closing a meeting. 
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA)
December 10-13, 2009
Tony Johnson attended this bi-annual conference in Dallas, TX. The 2009 conference focused 
on trends, challenges, best practices, and key players in diversity within U.S. higher education 
institutions.
Korean Student identity Workshop
March 10 & 17 - 2010
Tony Johnson & Claudia Ford, Director of the Office of International Programs at RISD, invited 
Aleta Bok Johnson to conduct workshops for staff and faculty. These workshops were 
designed to support staff and faculty as they understand the context through 
which the campus’ pan-Asian students attend RISD. The session specifically 
addressed Korean national student identity development, education achieve-
ment, American acculturation, social norms and social systems. 
Administrative Professional Development Program
April 28; May 5; May 12, 2010
Deborah Kanston attended this all-day, three session program exploring effective communica-
tion, personal image, customer service, project management, time management, and goal set-
ting.  The program was given by RI Higher Education Training Consortium and held at Bryant 
University.
Student Affairs Office - Transfer Student Orientation Leader Training
June 16, 2010
Tony Johnson was invited to facilitate a diversity discussion with the 2010 orientation leaders for 
summer transfer students. The discussion covered ways to promote and sustain an inclusive and 
positive experience for transfer students.
Office of residence Life - resident Assistant Training
June 23, 2010 
Tony Johnson was invited to facilitate a diversity workshop to the 2010 summer Resident Assistant 
staff.  The workshop session used the Game of Oppression as a tool to discuss difficult dialogues 
on often unaddressed topics dealing with sameness, difference, and otherness.
CONFereNCeS, WOrKSHOPS & TrAiNiNG - (Cont’d)
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In our continued effort to best understand and contextualize how RISD students engage in and 
perceive campus diversity, OMA annually conducts its campus climate survey.  The survey, now 
in its fifth year, seeks to assess the perceptions and experiences of two RISD student cohorts: 
first year and graduating students. The survey results are provided here:
SurveY CONTexT
 
First year students
All first year students were invited to participate in the survey.  A total of 690 surveys were 
distributed and 120 students responded to the survey.  This group was targeted in hopes that 
the information provided would give insight on student experiences and that the data might be 
compared to the results of their graduating campus climate survey in 3-4 years.  First year stu-
dents targeted and surveyed include freshman and transfer undergraduate students as well as 
graduate students currently ending their first year of full-time studies at RISD.  Those invited to 
participate include students from domestic and international populations as well as those from 
minority and majority backgrounds. All students regardless of their race / ethnic heritage were 
invited to participate in the survey.  To this end, the survey did not seek the 
participant’s race / ethnic heritage or name.
 
Graduating Students
All graduating RISD students were invited to participate.  A 
total of 614 surveys were distributed and 119 students re-
sponded to the survey.  This group was chosen in hopes that 
the information provided would be as candid and honest as 
possible without student concern for retribution or nega-
tive impact. Likewise, this group represents the student 
population who, in theory, would have had the most 
social, academic, and experiential opportunities 
with RISD.  Those invited to participate include 
undergraduate seniors and graduate students 
in their last year of studies from domestic and 
international populations as well as those 
from minority and majority backgrounds. 
All students regardless of their race / 
ethnic heritage were invited to partici-
pate in the survey.  To this end, the 
survey did not seek the participant’s 
race / ethnic heritage or name.
CAMPUS CLIMATE SURVEY
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Based on diversity and being an inclusive respectful campus community would you 
recommend this school to a prospective student?
related to campus diversity, how would you rate your satisfaction with riSD so far? 
CAMPuS CLiMATe SurveY - NeW STuDeNTS 2010 
  
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of gender?
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of socio-economic class?
56% 44%
No Yes
27% 73%
No Yes
28% 40%
Unsatisfied Fair
32%
Good
22% 78%
No Yes
42% 58%
No Yes
28% 72%
No Yes
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of nationality?
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of race?
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of lifestyle?
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of ethnicity?
37% 63%
No Yes
23% 77%
No Yes
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CAMPuS CLiMATe SurveY - NeW STuDeNTS 2010 (Cont.)
  
if you did not attend programming, was it due to lack of knowledge about the office?
58% 42%
No Yes
As a student, have you ever utilized the services or attended the programming of 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs?
38% 62%
No Yes
Would you say riSD operates in a culturally inclusive manner across lines of student 
support and campus programming?
23% 77%
No Yes
9%
18%
35%
To visit the gallery
16%
To visit the Office of International Programs
84%
20%
To hang out
To attend an event
if “Yes”, how have you used the Center? (indicate all that apply):
Do you think an Office of Multicultural Affairs is an important part of a campus community?
Please check how you identify yourself.
26% 74%
Male Female
16% 84%
No Yes
To visit the Office of Multicultural Affairs
Other
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Based on diversity and being an inclusive respectful campus community would you 
recommend this school to a prospective student?
related to campus diversity, how would you rate your satisfaction with riSD so far? 
CAMPuS CLiMATe SurveY - GrADuATeS 2010 
  
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of gender?
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of socio-economic class?
38% 62%
No Yes
23% 77%
No Yes
22% 52%
Unsatisfied Fair
26%
Good
26% 74%
No Yes
45% 55%
No Yes
25% 75%
No Yes
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of nationality?
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of race?
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of lifestyle?
riSD is culturally inclusive across the lines of ethnicity?
34% 66%
No Yes
28% 72%
No Yes
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CAMPuS CLiMATe SurveY - GrADuATeS 2010 (Cont.)
  
if you did not attend programming, was it due to lack of knowledge about the office?
25%76%
No Yes
As a student, have you ever utilized the services or attended the programming of 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs?
40% 60%
No Yes
Would you say riSD operates in a culturally inclusive manner across lines of student 
support and campus programming?
25% 75%
No Yes
18.6 %
Do you think an Office of Multicultural Affairs is an important part of a campus community?
19% 81%
Graduate Student Undergraduate Student
Please check how you identify yourself.
24% 76%
Male Female
Are you a Graduate or undergraduate Student?
6%
94%
No Yes
13%
23%
38%
To visit the gallery
44%
To visit the Office of International Programs
79%
29%
To hang out
To attend an event
if “Yes”, how have you used the Center? (indicate all that apply):
To visit the Office of Multicultural Affairs
Other
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During the academic year of 2009-2010, the Yellow House Gallery (YHG) hosted four stu-
dent exhibitions. Those exhibitions dealt with themes of identity, global issues, and with 
world actualities. The gallery structured a board of jurors to make ethical decisions on the 
selection of artist proposals. The board was composed of YHG staff Ara Michelle Aranguri 
FAV ‘10, Nathalie Jolivert B Arch ‘12 and RISD staff members: Anthony Johnson, Claudia 
Ford, Katherine Scanga and McDonald Wright.
In the Fall of 2009, the board curated the gallery’s first juried show: The Wild Wild West 
show. The Wild Wild West show, coincided with the Office of Multicultural Affairs celebra-
tion of First Nations Peoples. This exhibition tackled the issue of Westernization and its 
impact on different tribes of the world. We exhibited a strong body of art pieces from 
seven undergraduate and graduate students. The opening reception was well animated by 
DJ Federman ID ‘10. The Wild Wild West show was also the last show Ara Aranguri would 
coordinate at the YHG before stepping down. In Winter Session, Jensin Wallace Textiles ‘11 
joined the board.
In Winter Session, we were proud to host Sarah Lee’s first solo exhibition Me”NA”. Sarah 
Lee, Junior student in the Illustration department, used prints and video films, to express 
the loss of powerful personality traits when a new language is adopted. Her delicate prints 
were graphite self-portraits with half-erased English sentences of self-expression in the 
background. The video shorts were composed of the bold words “confidence” “intelli-
gence” and “comprehension” in fine black powder. Every time the author pronounced the 
words, she put emphasis on the wrong syllables and her breath gradually blew away the 
words.
During Winter Session, the gallery also hosted the Bid for Haiti exhibition, a silent auc-
tion to which students donated artwork to raise funds for earthquake relief efforts in 
Haiti. Through this exhibition, RISD students showed how concerned  they were about the 
situation in Haiti and their willingness to help through creativity. The gallery received and 
showcased a wide range of artwork from printmaking, painting, photography, jewelry and 
textiles majors. Over $400.00 was raised.
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Finally, When In Mexico, curated by faculty member Winifred Lambrecht, was an oppor-
tunity for students from the 2010 Winter Session travel course to Mexico, to exhibit their 
work on museum design and photography. This show was composed of very rich colorful 
art pieces. Travel notebooks with interesting written entries and collages of local product 
labels made this exhibition feel intimate and the trip more accessible to viewers.  
The Yellow House Gallery was pleased to present its exhibitions during the year of 2009-
2010. From those exhibitions, The Ewing Multicultural Center added to its in-house collec-
tion, art pieces from Matthew Flaherty PN’10, Jordan Seaberry PN’11, Affandi Settiawan 
Photo ‘11 and Alexandra Forsyth Photo ‘12. We value the connections we have made 
through those different exhibitions and are looking forward for more collaborations and 
successful exhibitions in the future.
Nathalie Jolivert, B.Arch 2012
Jensin Wallace, Textiles 2011
Gallery Coordinators
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